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Abstract—Big Data are becoming a new technology focus both in science and in industry and motivate technology shift to data centric architecture and operational models. There is a vital need to define the basic information/semantic models, architecture components and operational models that together comprise a so-called Big Data Ecosystem. This paper discusses a nature of Big Data that may originate from different scientific, industry and social activity domains and proposes improved Big Data definition that includes the following parts: Big Data properties (also called Big Data 5V: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value and Veracity), data models and structures, data analytics, infrastructure and security. The paper discusses paradigm change from traditional host or service based to data centric architecture and operational models in Big Data. The Big Data Architecture Framework (BDAF) is proposed to address all aspects of the Big Data Ecosystem and includes the following components: Big Data Infrastructure, Big Data Analytics, Data structures and models, Big Data Lifecycle Management, Big Data Security. The paper analyses requirements to and provides suggestions how the mentioned above components can address the main Big Data challenges. The presented work intends to provide a consolidated view of the Big Data phenomena and related challenges to modern technologies, and initiate wide discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Big Data, also referred to as Data Intensive Technologies, are becoming a new technology trend in science, industry and business [1, 2, 3]. Big Data are becoming related to almost all aspects of human activity from just recording events to research, design, production and digital services or products delivery to the final consumer. Current technologies such as Cloud Computing and ubiquitous network connectivity provide a platform for automation of all processes in data collection, storing, processing and visualization.

The goal of our research at current stage is to understand the nature of Big Data, their main features, trends and new possibilities in Big Data technologies development, identify the security issues and problems related to the specific Big Data properties, and based on this to review architecture models and propose a consistent approach to defining the Big Data architecture/solutions to resolve existing challenges and known issues/problems.

In this paper we continue with the Big Data definition and enhance the definition given in [3] that includes the 5V Big Data properties: Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value, Veracity, and suggest other dimensions for Big Data analysis and taxonomy, in particular comparing and contrasting Big Data technologies in e-Science, industry, business, social media, healthcare. With a long tradition of working with constantly increasing volume of data, modern e-Science can offer industry the scientific analysis methods, while industry can bring advanced and fast developing Big Data technologies and tools to science and wider public.

In Big Data, data are rather a “fuel” that “powers” the whole complex of technical facilities and infrastructure components built around a specific data origin and their target use. We will call it a Big Data Ecosystem (BDE). By defining BDE we contrast its data centric character to traditional definition of the architecture that is more applicable for facility or service centric technologies. We discuss the major (architecture) components that together constitute the Big Data Ecosystem: 5V Big Data properties, Data Models and Structures, Big Data Infrastructure, Big Data lifecycle management (or data transformation flow), Big Data Security Infrastructure.

There are not many academic papers related to Big Data; in most cases they are focused on some component technology (e.g. Data Analytics or Machine Learning) or solution that reflect only a small part of the whole problem area. The same relates to the Big Data definition that would provide a conceptual basis for the further technology development. There is no well-established terminology in this area. Currently this problem is targeted by the recently established NIST Big Data Working Group (NBD-WG) [4] that meets at weekly basis in subgroups focused on Big Data definition, Big Data Reference Architecture, Big Data Requirements, Big Data Security. The authors are actively contributing to the NBD-WG and have presented the approach and ideas proposed/discussed in this paper at one of NBD-WG virtual meetings [5]. We will refer to the NBD-WG discussions and documents in many places along this paper to support our ideas or illustrate alternative approach.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II investigates different Big Data origin domains and target use and based on this proposes a new extended/improved Big Data definition as the main component of the Big Data Ecosystem. Section III analyses the paradigm change in Big Data and Data Intensive technologies. Section IV proposes the Big Data Architecture Framework that combines all the major components of the Big
Data Ecosystem. The section also briefly discusses Big Data Management issues and required Big Data structures. Section V provides suggestions about building Big Data Infrastructure and specifically Big Data Analytics components. Section VII refers to other works related to defining Big Data architecture and its components. The paper concludes with the summary and suggestions for further research.

II. Big Data Definition and Analysis

A. Big Data Nature and Application Domains

We observe that Big Data “revolution” is happening in different human activity domains empowered by significant growth of the computer power, ubiquitous availability of computing and storage resources, increase of digital content production, mobility. This creates a variety of the Big Data origin and usage domains.

Table 1 lists the main Big Data origin domains and targeted use or application, which are not exhausting and are presented to illustrate a need for detailed analysis of these aspects. We refer to the discussion in [5] presented by the authors at NBDWG about relations between these two dimensions to indicate their dependence. We can assume high relevance of Big Data to business; this actually explains the current strong interest to Big Data from business which is actually becoming the main driving force in this technology domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Data Origin</th>
<th>Big Data Target Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Science</td>
<td>(a) Scientific discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Telecom</td>
<td>(b) New technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Industry</td>
<td>(c) Manufacturing, process control, transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Business</td>
<td>(d) Personal services, campaigns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Living Environment, Cities</td>
<td>(e) Living environment support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Social media and networks</td>
<td>(f) Healthcare support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Healthcare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Science has been traditionally dealing with challenges to handle large volume data in complex scientific research experiments, involving also wide cooperation among distributed groups of individual scientists and research organizations. Scientific research typically includes collection of data in passive observation or active experiments which aim to verify one or another scientific hypothesis. Scientific research and discovery methods are typically based on the initial hypothesis and a model which can be refined based on the collected data. The refined model may lead to a new more advanced and precise experiment and/or previous data re-evaluation. The future Scientific Data and Big Data Infrastructure (SDI/BDI) needs to support all data handling operations and processes providing also access to data and to facilities to collaborating researchers. Besides traditional access control and data security issues, security services need to ensure secure and trusted environment for researcher to conduct their research.

In business, private companies will not typically share data or expertise. When dealing with data, companies will intend always to keep control over their information assets. They may use shared third party facilities, like clouds or specialists instruments; but special measures need to be taken to ensure workspace safety and data protection, including input/output data sanitization.

Big Data in industry are related to controlling complex technological processes and objects or facilities. Modern computer-aided manufacturing produces huge amount of data which are in general need to be stored or retained to allow effective quality control or diagnostics in case of failure or crash. Similarly to e-Science, in many industrial applications/scenarios there is a need for collaboration or interaction of many workers and technologists.

Big Data rise is tightly connected to social data revolution that both provided initial motivation for developing large scale services, global infrastructure and high performance analytical tools, and produces huge amount of data on their own. Social network are widely used for collecting personal information and providing better profiled personal services staring from personal search advice to targeted advertisements and precisely targeted campaigns.

We accept the proposed analysis is not exhaustive and can be extended and detailed but we use it to illustrate a need for a more detailed research in this area.

B. 5V of Big Data

Despite the “Big Data” became a new buzz-word, there is no consistent definition of Big Data, nor detailed analysis of this new emerging technology. Most discussions until now have been going in blogosphere where active contributors have generally converged on the most important features and incentives of the Big Data [6, 7, 8].

We refer to our recent paper [3] where we summarized the existing at that time discussions and proposed the Big Data definition as having the following 5V properties: Volume, Velocity, Variety that constitute native/original Big Data properties, and Value and Veracity as acquired as a result of data initial classification and processing in the context of a specific process or model.

To provide background for discussion, we quote here few definitions by leading experts and consulting companies. We start with the IDC definition of Big Data (rather strict and conservative): ”A new generation of technologies and architectures designed to economically extract value from very large volumes of a wide variety of data by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis” [9].
It can be complemented with more simple definition by Jason Bloomberg [8]: “Big Data: a massive volume of both structured and unstructured data that is so large that it’s difficult to process using traditional database and software techniques.” This is also in accordance with the definition given by Jim Gray in his seminal book [10].

We concur with the Gartner definition of Big Data that is termed as 3 parts definition: “Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making.” [11, 12]. Further analysis of the Big Data use cases, in particular those discussed by NBD-WG [4] reveals other aspects and Big Data features.

During the Big Data lifecycle, each stage of the data transformation or processing changes the dataset content, state and consequently may change/enrich the data model. In many cases there is a need to link original data and processed data, keeping referral integrity (see more discussion about this in the following sections).

This motivates other Big Data features: Dynamicity (or Variability) and Linkage or referral integrity. Dynamicity/Variability reflects the fact that data are in constant change and may have a definite state, besides commonly defined as data in move, in rest, or being processed. Supporting these data properly will require scalable provenance models and tools incorporating also data integrity and confidentiality.

C. From 5V to 5 Parts Big Data Definition

It is obvious that current Big Data definition addresses only three basic Big Data properties Volume, Velocity, Variety (so-called 3V) and related technology components. To improve and extend the Big Data definition as a new technology, we need to find a way to reflect its all important features and provide a guidance/basis for further technology development. We can refer to one of the best example of the Cloud Computing definition [18] that has been given by NIST in 2008 and actually shaped the current cloud industry.

We propose a Big Data definition as having five parts that group the main Big Data features and related infrastructure components:

(1) Big Data Properties: 5V
- Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value, Veracity
- Additionally: Data Dynamicity (Variability) and Linkage.

(2) New Data Models
- Data linking, provenance and referral integrity
- Data Lifecycle and Variability/Evolution

(3) New Analytics
- Real-time/streaming analytics, interactive and machine learning analytics

(4) New Infrastructure and Tools
- Cloud based infrastructure, storage, network, high performance computing
- Heterogeneous multi-provider services integration
- New Data Centric (multi-stakeholder) service models
- New Data Centric security models for trusted infrastructure and data processing and storage

(5) Source and Target that are important aspect sometimes defining data types and data structures, e.g. raw data, data streams, correlated data
- High velocity/speed data capture from variety of sensors and data sources
- Data delivery to different visualisation and actionable systems and consumers
- Full digitised input and output, (ubiquitous) sensor networks, full digital control

To reflect the major Big Data features and ecosystem components, we can summarise them in a form of the improved Gartner definition:

“Big Data (Data Intensive) Technologies are targeting to process high-volume, high-velocity, high-variety data (sets/assets) to extract intended data value and ensure high-variety of original data and obtained information that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of data and information processing (analytics) for enhanced insight, decision making, and processes control; all of those demand (should be supported by) new data models (supporting all data states and stages during the whole data lifecycle) and new infrastructure services and tools that allow obtaining (and processing) data from a variety of sources (including sensor networks) and delivering data in a variety of forms to different data and information consumers and devices.”

D. Big Data Ecosystem

Big Data is not just a database or Hadoop problem, although they constitute the core technologies and components for large scale data processing and data analytics [13, 14, 15]. It is the whole complex of components to store, process, visualize and deliver results to target applications. Actually Big Data is “a fuel” of all data related processes, source, target, and outcome.

All this complex of interrelated components can be defined as the Big Data Ecosystem (BDE) that deals with the evolving data, models and supporting infrastructure during the whole Big Data lifecycle. In the following we will provide more details about our vision of the BDE.

III. PARADIGM CHANGE IN BIG DATA AND DATA INTENSIVE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGIES

The recent advancements in the general ICT, Cloud Computing and Big Data technologies facilitate the paradigm change in modern e-Science and industry that is characterized by the following features [3, 16]:

- Transformation of all processes, events and products into digital form by means of multi-dimensional multi-faceted
measurements, monitoring and control; digitising existing artifacts and other content.

- Automation of all data production, consumption and management processes including data collection, storing, classification, indexing and other components of the general data curation and provenance.
- Possibility to re-use and repurpose the initial data sets for new and secondary data analysis based on the model improvement
- Global data availability and access over the network for cooperative group of researchers or technologists, including wide public access to scientific or production data.
- Existence of necessary infrastructure components and management tools that allow fast infrastructure and services composition, adaptation and provisioning on demand for specific research projects and tasks.
- Advanced security and access control technologies that ensure secure operation of the complex research and production infrastructures and allow creating trusted secure environment for cooperating groups of researchers and technology specialists.

The following are additional factors that will create new challenges and motivate both general and security paradigms change in Big Data ecosystem:

- Virtualization: can improve security of data processing environment but cannot solve data security “in rest”.
- Mobility of the different components of the typical data infrastructure: sensors or data source, data consumer, and data themselves (original data and staged/evolutional data). This in its own cause the following problems
  - On-demand infrastructure services provisioning
  - Inter-domain context communication
- Big Data aggregation that may involve data from different administrative/logical domains and evolutionally changing data structures (also semantically different).
- Policy granularity: Big Data may have complex structure and require different and high-granular policies for their access control and handling.

The future Big Data Infrastructure (BDI) should support the whole data lifecycle and explore the benefit of the data storage/preservation, aggregation and provenance in a large scale and during long/unlimited period of time. Important is that this infrastructure must ensure data security (integrity, confidentiality, availability, and accountability), and data ownership protection. With current practice that assumes data access, use by different user groups and in general processing on the third party facilities/datacenters, there should be a possibility to enforce data/dataset policy that they can be processed on trusted systems and/or complying other requirements. Customers must trust the BDI to process their data on BDI facilities and be ensured that their stored research data are protected from non-authorised access. Privacy issues are also arising from distributed remote character of BDI that can span multiple countries with different local policies. This should be provided by the access control and accounting infrastructure which is an important component of the future BDI [3, 16, 17].

A. From Big Data to All-Data Methaphor

One of difficulties in defining Big Data and setting a common language/vocabulary for Big Data is the different view of the potential stakeholders. For example, big business and big science are arguing how big are big data: is Petabyte a big data? Is Exabyte a big data? While smaller businesses and “long-tale” science [8] (i.e., that doesn’t generate huge amount of data) may conclude that they will never become Big Data players and all this hype is not for them.

In this respect, it is important to look at the current Big Data related trends in general and investigate/analyse what are the components of the Big Data ecosystem and how they impact the present ICT infrastructure changes in first place, and how these changes will affect other IT domains and applications.

Following the trend in some Big Data analytics domain to collect and analyse all available data (all data that can be collected), we can extend it to the following metaphor: “From Big Data to All-Data”. It is depicted in Figure 1 that illustrates that the traditional dilemma “move data to computing or computing to data” is not valid in this case, and we really need to look at the future Big Data/All-Data processing model and infrastructure differently.

All-Data infrastructure will need to adopt generically distributed storage and computing, a complex of functionalities which we depicted as Data Bus will provide all complex functionality to exchange data, distribute and synchronise processes, and many other functions that should cope with the continuous data production, processing and consumption.

![Figure 1. From Big Data to All-Data Metaphor.](Image 369x233 to 528x385)

B. Moving to Data-Centric Models and Technologies

Current IT and communication technologies are OS/system based and host/service centric what means that all communication or processing are bound to host/computer that runs application software. This is especially related to security services that use server/host based PKI certificates and security protocols. The administrative and security domains are the key concepts, around which the services and protocols are built. A domain provides a context for establishing security context and trust relation. This creates a number of problems when data
(payload or session context) are moved from one system to another or between domains, or operated in a distributed manner.

Big Data will require different data centric operational models and protocols, what is especially important in situation when the object or event related data will go through a number of transformations and become even more distributed, between traditional security domains. The same relates to the current federated access control model that is based on the cross administrative and security domains identities and policy management.

When moving to generically distributed data centric models additional research are needed to address the following issues:

- Maintaining semantic and referral integrity, in particular to support data provenance,
- Data location, search, access
- Data integrity and identifiability, referral integrity
- Data security and data centric access control, encryption enforced and attribute based access
- Data ownership, personally identified data, privacy, opacity
- Trusted virtualisation platform, data centric trust bootstrapping

IV. PROPOSED BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK

Discussion above motivates a need for a new approach to the definition of the Big Data Ecosystem that would address the major challenges related to the Big Data properties and component technologies.

In this section we propose the Big Data Architecture Framework (BDAF) that would support the extended Big Data definition given in section II.C and support the main components and processes in the Big Data Ecosystem (BDE). We base our BDAF definition on industry best practices and our experience in defining architectures for new technologies, in particular, NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture (CCRA) [18], Intercloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) by authors [19], recent documents by the NIST Big Data Working Group [4], in particular initial Big Data Reference Architecture [20] or Big Data technology Roadmap [21]. We also refer to other related architecture definitions: Information as a Service by Open Data Center Alliance [22], TMF Big Data Analytics Architecture [23], IBM Business Analytics and Optimisation Reference Architecture [24], LexisNexis HPCC Systems [25].

The proposed definition of the Big Data Architecture Framework summarises majority of the known to us research and discussions in this area. The proposed BDAF comprises of the following 5 components that address different aspects of the Big Data Ecosystem and Big Data definition aspects which we consider to some extent orthogonal and complementary:

1. Data Models, Structures, Types
   - Data formats, non-relational, file systems, etc.
2. Big Data Management
   - Big Data Lifecycle (Management)
   - Big Data transformation/staging
3. Big Data Analytics and Tools
4. Big Data Applications
5. Big Data Security

- Provenance, Curation, Archiving
- Storage, Compute, (High Performance Computing,) Network
- Sensor network, target/actionable devices
- Big Data Operational support

To simply validate the consistency of the proposed definition we can look how the proposed components are related to each other. This is illustrated in Table 2 that shows what architecture component is used or required by another component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coln: Used By</th>
<th>Data Models</th>
<th>Data Mgmt&amp; Lifecycle</th>
<th>BD Infra &amp; Operat</th>
<th>BD Analytics</th>
<th>Big Data Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Row: Req This</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Models</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Mgmt&amp; Lifecycle</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD Infrastr &amp; Operation</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD Analytics</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed BDAF definition is rather technical and infrastructure focused and actually reflecting the technology oriented stakeholders. The further research on the BDAF definition should analyse the interests and messages related to different stakeholder groups in Big Data, in particular we will be looking for contribution from the data archives providers and libraries who are expected to play a renewed role in the BDE [26].

A. Data Models and Structures

Different stages of the Big Data transformation will require different data structures, models and formats, including also a possibility to process both structured and unstructured data [27].

The following data types can be defined according to current NBDWG discussions [28]:

(a) data described via a formal data model
(b) data described via a formalized grammar
(c) data described via a standard format
(d) arbitrary textual or binary data

Figure 2 illustrates the Big Data structures, models and their linkage at different processing stages. We can admit that data structures and correspondingly models may be different at different data processing stages, however in many cases it is important to keep linkage between data.

We can look closer at the scientific data types, their transformation and related requirements where we have long time experience. Emergence of computer aided research
methods is transforming the way research is done and scientific data are used. The following types of scientific data are defined [16]:

- Raw data collected from observation and from experiment (according to an initial research model)
- Structured data and datasets that went through data filtering and processing (supporting some particular formal model)
- Published data that supports one or another scientific hypothesis, research result or statement
- Data linked to publications to support the wide research consolidation, integration, and openness.

![Big Data structures, models and their linkage at different processing stages.](image)

Once the data is published, it is essential to allow other scientists to be able to validate and reproduce the data that they are interested in, and possibly contribute with new results. Capturing information about the processes involved in transformation from raw data up until the generation of published data becomes an important aspect of scientific data management. Scientific data provenance becomes an issue that also needs to be taken into consideration by Big Data providers [29].

Another aspect to take into consideration is to guarantee reusability of published data within the scientific community. Understanding semantics of the published data becomes an important issue to allow for reusability, and this had been traditionally been done manually. However, as we anticipate unprecedented scale of published data that will be generated in Big Data Science, attaching clear data semantic becomes a necessary condition for efficient reuse of published data. Learning from best practices in semantic web community on how to provide a reusable published data, will be one of consideration that will be addressed by BDI/SDI.

Big data are typically distributed both on the collection side and on the processing/access side: data need to be collected (sometimes in a time sensitive way or with other environmental attributes), distributed and/or replicated. Linking distributed data is one of the problems to be addressed by Big Data structures and underlying infrastructure.

We can mention as the main motivation the European Commission’s initiative to support Open Access to scientific data from publicly funded projects that suggests introduction of the following mechanisms to allow linking publications and data [30, 31]:

- PID - persistent data ID
- ORCID – Open Researcher and Contributor Identifier [32].

**B. Data Management and Big Data Lifecycle**

With the digital technologies proliferation into all aspects of business activities, the industry and business are entering a new playground where they need to use scientific methods to benefit from the new opportunities to collect and mine data for desirable information, such as market prediction, customer behavior predictions, social groups activity predictions, etc. Numerous blog articles [6, 33] and industry papers [34, 35] suggest that the Big Data technologies need to adopt scientific discovery methods that include iterative model improvement and collection of improved data, re-use of collected data with improved model.

![Big Data Lifecycle in Big Data Ecosystem.](image)

We refer to the Scientific Data Lifecycle Management model described in our earlier paper [3, 16] and was a subject for detailed research in another work [36] that reflects complex and iterative process of the scientific research that includes a number of consequent stages: research project or experiment planning; data collection; data processing; publishing research results; discussion, feedback; archiving (or discarding).

The required new approach to data management and processing in Big Data industry is reflected in the Big Data Lifecycle Management (BDLM) model (see Figure 3) proposed as a result of analysis of the existing practices in different scientific communities and industry technology domains.

New BDLM requires data storage and preservation at all stages what should allow data re-use/re-purposing and secondary research/analytics on the processed data and published results. However, this is possible only if the full data identification, cross-reference and linkage are implemented in BDI. Data integrity, access control and accountability must be supported during the whole data lifecycle. Data curation is an
important component of the discussed BDLM and must also be done in a secure and trustworthy way.

V. BIG DATA INFRASTRUCTURE (BDI)

Figure 4 provides a general view on the Big Data infrastructure that includes the general infrastructure for general data management, typically cloud based, and Big Data Analytics part that will require high-performance computing clusters, which in their own turn will require high-performance low-latency network.

General BDI services and components include
- Big Data Management tools
- Registries, indexing/search, semantics, namespaces
- Security infrastructure (access control, policy enforcement, confidentiality, trust, availability, privacy)
- Collaborative environment (groups management)

We define Federated Access and Delivery Infrastructure (FADI) as an important component of the general BDI that interconnects different components of the cloud/Intercloud based infrastructure combining dedicated network connectivity provisioning and federated access control [19, 37].

A. Big Data Analytics Infrastructure

Besides the general cloud base infrastructure services (storage, compute, infrastructure/VM management) the following specific applications and services will be required to support Big Data and other data centric applications [23, 24, 38] which we will commonly refer to as Big Data Analytics Infrastructure (BDAI):
- Cluster services
- Hadoop related services and tools
- Specialist data analytics tools (logs, events, data mining, etc.)
- Databases/Servers SQL, NoSQL
- MPP (Massively Parallel Processing) databases

Big Data analytics tools are currently offered by the major cloud services providers such as: Amazon Elastic MapReduce and Dynamo [39], Microsoft Azure HDInsight [40], IBM Big Data Analytics [41]. Scalable Hadoop and data analytics tools services are offered by few companies that position themselves as Big Data companies such as Cloudera, [42] and few others [43].

VI. CLOUD BASED INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES FOR BDI

Figure 6 illustrates the typical e-Science or enterprise collaborative infrastructure that is created on demand and includes enterprise proprietary and cloud based computing and storage resources, instruments, control and monitoring system, visualization system, and users represented by user clients and typically residing in real or virtual campuses.

The main goal of the enterprise or scientific infrastructure is to support the enterprise or scientific workflow and operational procedures related to processes monitoring and data processing. Cloud technologies simplify the building of such infrastructure and provision it on-demand. Figure 6 illustrates how an example enterprise or scientific workflow can be mapped to cloud based services and later on deployed and operated as an instant intercloud infrastructure. It contains cloud infrastructure segments IaaS (VR3-VR5) and PaaS (VR6, VR7), separate virtualised resources or services (VR1, VR2), two interacting campuses A and B, and interconnecting them network infrastructure that in many cases may need to use dedicated network links for guaranteed performance.

Efficient operation of such infrastructure will require both overall infrastructure management and individual services and infrastructure segments to interact between themselves. This task is typically out of scope of the existing cloud service provider models but will be required to support perceived benefits of the future e-SDI. These topics are a subject of another research we did on the InterCloud Architecture Framework [19, 37].
VII. RELATED WORK

There are not many academic papers related to the definition of the Big Data Architecture or its components. Due to the specifics of this paper that intends to explore a new emerging technology domain, we have widely researched both currently existing publications related to the Big Data technology and research papers and best practices documents from other domains that could contribute to the definition of the proposed Big Data Architecture Framework. A number of publications, standards, and industry best practices have been mentioned and cited in this paper. Here we just mention these works that we consider as a foundation for our work. The authors actively contribute to the NIST Big Data Working Group that provides a good forum for discussion but have plans to produce initial set of the draft documents only by the end of September 2013. The following publications contribute to the research on the Big Data Architecture: NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture (CCRA) [18], Big Data Ecosystem Architecture definition by Microsoft [20], Big Data technology analysis by G. Mazzaferro [21].

We also refer to other related architecture definitions: Information as a Service by Open Data Center Alliance [22], TMF Big Data Analytics Architecture [23], IBM Business Analytics and Optimisation Reference Architecture [24], LexisNexis HPCC Systems [25].

VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The future research and development will include further Big Data definition initially presented in this paper. At this stage we attempted to summarise and re-think some widely used definitions related to Big Data, further research will require more formal approach and taxonomy of the general Big Data use cases in different Big Data origin and target domains, also analyzing different stakeholder groups.

The authors will extend their research into defining the Big Data Security Framework with the specific focus on data centric security that should allow secure data storage, transfer and processing in distributed data storage and processing infrastructure.

The authors are also looking into defining data structures for high performance streaming applications and developing new types of disk based stream oriented data bases, continuing the work started from the authors work on CakeDB database [44].

The authors will continue contributing to the NIST Big Data WG targeting both goals to propose own approach and to validate it against the industry standardisation process.

Another target research direction is defining a Common Body of Knowledge (CBK) in Big Data to provide a basis for a consistent curriculum development. This work and related to the Big Data metadata, procedures and protocols definition is planned to be contributed to the Research Data Alliance (RDA) [45].

The authors believe that the presented paper will contribute toward the definition of the Big Data Architecture Framework and provide a basis for wider discussion to define a new research and technology domain.
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